Advanced Safeguarding Level 3
10 February 2021 - Virtual
Cornerstone
Number of Candidates on the Course who completed an evaluation form
Description
How would you rate the training overall?
I found the trainer to be approachable
I found the trainer to be knowledgeable
The resources/handouts supplied were relevant
There was appropriate equipment for the course
The assessment methods and what to do if I am not happy were explained
How far do you feel the tutor met individual training needs as part of the course?
At the start of the session, the course was clearly explained to me
How did you rate the quality of the venue?
Comments Received
Jill was very engaging and delivered the training excellently. The breakout rooms were used
well and kept us engaged. Great use of reflecting and making us think practically about our
own practice and how we go forward.
It was very enjoyable and clear. Well structured and good time keeping. Everybody was
included throughout. Many thanks
Felt it was quite basic and maybe because doing it for different professionals meant that
the relevance to my individual role was lost a bit.
GOOD KNOWLEDGE, ENERGY, EXPERIENCES AND ANECDOTES...MAKING THE DAY A
VALUABLE ONE IN TERMS OF LEARNING ACHIEVED...THANKS!! :-)
Felt like it was something I already knew a lot about, the things that were new was in terms
of English legislation and policy which perhaps wasn't all that helpful. Probably should have
assumed it would just be English based but might be helpful for future training to consider
the Scottish perspective.
Jill was really easy to understand and very approachable. I enjoyed the course and feel I
have learnt so much. Very informative. Thank you very much.
Jill was very engaging and easy to talk to. She was professional throughout and made
Zoom training (which I struggle with sometimes) bearable.
A great traning at a great pace and very enjoyable and informative.
As I am a new social worker with the organisation I will discuss with my manager what of
the above would be appropriate training
Thank you.
Really engaging trainer, thanks
Thank you Jill!
Great day thank you
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